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A *-algebraic indefinite structure of quantum stochastic (QS) calculus is intro- 
duced and a continuity property of generalized nonadapted QS integrals is proved 
under the natural integrability conditions in an infinitely dimensional nuclear space. 
The class of nondemolition output QS processes in quantum open systems is 
characterized in terms of the QS calculus, and the problem of QS nonlinear filtering 
with respect to nondemolition, continuous measurements is investigated. The 
stochastic calculus of a posteriori conditional expectations in quantum observed 
systems is developed and a general quantum filtering stochastic equation for e QS 
process is derived. An application to the description of the spontaneous collapse of 
the quantum spin under continuous observation is given. @?I 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of description of continuous observation and filtering in 
quantum dynamical systems can be effectively solved in the framework of 
quantum stochastic (QS) calculus of nondemolition input-output processes 
first developed for quantum unitary Markovian evolutions in [l]. 
In-contrast to classical probability theory, the conditional expectations 
defining a posteriori states of a quantum system with respect to a sub- 
algebra may not exist in general and the existence depends on the algebra 
of observables and on the initial state. 
During the preparation of the measurement of a quantum system a 
projection necessary to produce the a priori compatible state as a mixture 
of the a posteriori states is referred to in quantum physics as the demolition 
of the system. The latter involves a change in the state simply due to the 
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reduction of the algebra of the system to the output one. The 
nondemolition principle provides the conditions for the output algebra of 
the quantum system to be prepared for the measurement in any state. 
The mathematical formulation of the nondemoliton principle for the 
observability of a class of quantum process was given in [2] and 
investigated in subsequent papers [3,4]. This fundamental principle of 
quantum measurement theory means that if a QS process X, is observable 
by the measurement of another process Y, then X and Y must satisfy the 
one sided commutativity condition [X,, Y,] z X, Y, - YJ, = 0 for all t 2 s 
but not for t < s. 
In physical language this means that the measurements of Yin real time 
do not demolish the quantum system X (which has been prepared for the 
observation) at the present time or in the future. The condition given 
above, however, shows that, though the past of A’ (priori to t) can never 
be observed, it is demolished by the observation of the Y process. Mathe- 
matically it can be expressed as the decomposability of the algebra &t 
generated by {X(s) 1 s> t}, which describes the present and future of the 
system with respect to the spectral resolution of any Hermitian operator of 
the algebra 68” generated by { Y(s) 1 s d t}. 
In this paper we show using the method of quantum filtering that the 
nondemolition condition is necessary and sufficient for the evaluation of a 
posteriori mean values of XE &, given an arbitrary initial state. In other 
words, we prove that a quantum system is statistically predictable by a 
measurement procedure, iff the observable process satisfies the nondemoli- 
tion condition. 
In Sections 1 and 2 of the paper we develop the general QS calculus of 
nondemolition input-output quantum process in Fock space, tensored by 
an initial Hilbert space. We introduce the QS calculus of such processes 
using the *-algebraic indefinite structure of the basic quantum processes 
and the simple and convenient notation developed in [S]. The Fock 
representation of this structure is closely connected with the Lindsay- 
Maassen kernel calculus of [4] but is given in terms of the matrix elements 
of operators for general quantum noise in Fock space instead of their 
kernels. We define the QS integrals in the framework of the new non- 
commutative stochastic analysis in the Fock scale which is described in the 
first section. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we give complete proofs of the results, first for- 
mulated in [7], for general (non-Markovian) quantum filtering from the 
viewpoint in QS calculus. The *-matrix notation enables us to prove the 
main filtering theorem for general output process as by using the indefinite 
metric for the corresponding *-algebra of generators of these nondemoli- 
tion processes. 
The Markovian nonlinear filtering problem in the framework of the 
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quantum operational (nonstochastic) approach was first investigated in 
[8], and the possibility of deriving the stochastic equations of quantum 
filtering within this framework was shown in [9]. The Markovian filtering 
for the quantum Gaussian case and the corresponding quantum Kalman 
linear filter, first obtained for the one-dimensional case in [2, 31, are 
considered using the QS calculus approach in [lo]. 
The present paper is devoted essentially to the study of the nonlinear 
problem, extending the innovation martingale methods of classical filtering 
theory [ll, 121 to the noncommutative setup of our problem. An applica- 
tion of the quantum filtering theory to the solution of the problem of the 
continuous observation of quantum spin states is given in Section 5. 
1. QS CALCULUS OF INPUT BOSE PROCESSES IN FOCK SPACE 
Let us denote by % = r(&‘) the state space of the one-dimensional Bose- 
noise, that is, the Fock space over the Hilbert space d = L’(R+) of square- 
integrable complex functions t H q(t) on the real half-line R +. One should 
consider % as the Hilbert space f(d) = L2(S2(R+)) of the square-integrable 
functions ~H(P(T) of ~=(t~, . . . . t,) with t,eR+, t,< ... =I,,, n=O, 1,2 ,... 
and scalar product (cp (1) = 1 cp(r)*~(~) ds, 
where the integral is taken over the set SZ(R + ) of all finite chains z on R + 
with respect to the natural Lebesgue measure dr = dtl . ..dr, for every 
n = ITI =o, 1, . . . . Following [S] we identify the chains z = (tl, . . . . t,) with 
the finite subsets {tI, . . . . t,} CR+, so that the empty chain (n =0) is 
identified with the empty subset z = 4 having dr = 1 and 7 = t (n = 1) is 
identified with the one-point subset (t} having dr = dt. We also denote the 
normalised vacuum function as the Kroneker b-function (s,(t) = 1, if t = 4; 
6,(r) =0, if T # 4) and consider the Fock spaces % = r(&), %; = ~(8;) 
over orthogonal subspaces 6” = (cp( t) = 0 1 t 6 s}, S: = {q(r) = 0 ( r 4 It, S] } 
as the function Hilbert spaces L2(s2,), L*(s2;) on the subsets 
s2,= (,c]s, co[}, sZT= {rc]t,s]} of the chains t>.r, sar>t corre- 
spondingly. 
Note that for any t >s a chain t ESZ can be represented as the triple 
T=(~‘,T:,T,) of the subchains r,={ti~zIti>s>, z;={ti~t(s>/ti>t}, 
tf = {tier\ tib t} so that the direct product representation Sz =Px 
Sz: x 0, holds and, hence, the tensor representation 9 = %’ @ S; @I %* 
with %* = L2(sz’), Q’= {zd2lt<t}. 
The basic processes for QS calculus in Fock space 9 are the annihila- 
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tion A --) creation A +, and quantum number N processes, represented for 
all t > 0 by the unbounded operators 
(A~Ir)rp)(i)=~~~(rUS)dS, (l.la) 
(A ‘(f)cp)(7) = c x’(s) d7\s), (1.l.b) 
.v 8 r 
with thecommondensedomain~‘={cp~~~(S(7’(~~(7)~2dz~co}, and 
(N(t)v,)(7) = 17’1 447). (I.lc) 
Here 17’1 = C,,, x’(s), x’(s) = 1, if s d t, x’(s) = 0, if s > t, the chain 7 us is 
defined almost everywhere as (t, , . . . . ti, s, tj+ , , . . . . t,), if ti <s < ti+ , , and 
r\s = (fl, . ..) t;- ,, t,, , , . . . . t,), if s = t, r\s = 7, if s # t, for all i. Note that the 
processes A _ , A +, and N are noncommuting, but commuting with 
increments, 
[A-(t), A+(f)] = t A t’Z, where t A t’= min(t, t’), 
[A-(f), N(f)] = Ap(t A t’), [N(t), A+(t)] =A+(1 A t’). 
(1.2) 
The processes A- and A+ are mutually adjoint, AT(t)= A_(t)* = A+(t), 
and N is selfadjoint, N* = N. 
Let us introduce the notations [5] 
A:(r)=tZ, A”(r)=A_(t), A,+ =A+(t), A:(t)=N(t), (1.3) 
where I is the identity operator in F, thus defining a 3 x 3 matrix-valued 
QSprocessA=(A~),indexedby~,vE{-,o,+}withA’:=O,if~=+or 
v = -. We consider the process A defined as a linear operator-valued func- 
tion A(c, t) = tr(cA(t)} in terms of a 3 x 3 matrix c = (ct), 
A(c, t)=Ic,t+A-(c;, t)+A+(cO,, r)+N(c$ t), (1.4) 
where A-(c;)=c;A-, A+(c”+)=c”,A+, N(c,“)=csN, writing the matrix 
trace as tr{cA} = c:A; by the tensor notation of the sum C cf Al;. The 
matrices c with c’: = 0 for p = + or v = - form a complex Lie b-algebra 
with respect to the matrix commutator and the involution 
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where et* = CL” = c;’ and gt = g = g-l is the indefinite metric matrix, 
defining a pseudo-scalar product in C3. 
(xIz)=i!fz- +X”z”+X-z+ =XbZ. 
Xb=(X+, X,, X- ) = xtg is the row conjugate to the column x = (x”) E C3. 
Now we can consider a multi-dimensional Bose noise, when d is a 
Hilbert space L2(Rt -+ Cm) of vector-functions cp( t) = (cpj)( t) s cp”( t), 
j= 1, . ..) m with (q 1 cp) = f CJ’= I (pj(pj dt. It is enough to regard co as an 
m-row with components c,- EC, c”, as an m-column with components 
cc EC, and cz as an m x m matrix with elements ci E C. The following 
theorems are valid also for the general situation 9 = f(L’(R+ +X)), if 
the indices p, v take values in the set { -, J, + }, where the one-point index 
value ~1, v = 0 is split into m = lJ( points, j E J, of an index set J for a basis 
in a Hilbert space X with the infinite cardinality (J\ = dim Xx. 
PR~~sITIoN 1. The basic Q,S process A(c), defined by (l.l), (1.2), gives 
for each t an operator representation of the complex Lie b-algebra of 
matrices (1.5), A(c, t)* = A(cb, t), 
[A(Cb, t), A(c, t’)] =A([cC, c], t A t’). (1.6) 
The multiplication table of Hudson and Parthasarathy [l] for Zto differen- 
tials dA --) dA +, dN, and Z dt can be written in terms of A(c, dt) = ct dAL( t) 
as 
A(cb, dz) A(c, dt’) = A(cbc, dt n dt’), (1.7) 
where dt n dt’ - I$ for t # t’, A( ., 4) = 0, and dt n dt’ = dt for t = t’. 
Proof Taking into account that A? = A+ and N* = N, one obtains 
A(c, t)*=Zc,*t+A-(c:*, t)+A+(c,*, t)+N(c;*, t). (1.8) 
The comparison of (1.6) with (1.2) gives the b-property A(c)* = A(@) of 
the map cc* A(c). 
The Lie representation property follows directly from the canonical 
commutation relations 
CA-(b,, t), A+@“,, t)l= tb,d”,, CNb”,), N(d:)l =N(Cb:, d”,]), 
CN(b,“),A+(d”,)l=A+(b,“d”,), [IA-(b,),N(d~)l=A_(b,d~), 
which give [A(b), A(d)] = A( [b, d]), where we take into account that 
(Id), = b,d”,, (bd), = bid:, (bd)“, =bzd”,, (bd),” = b; d; 
for matrices b, d of the form (1.5). 
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Applying it to b = cb, d = c and taking into account the commutativity of 
A(cb, t) with increment A(c, t’) - A(c, t), one obtains (1.6). In the same 
way one obtains (1.7) from the Hudson-Parthasarathy multiplication table 
dA_(b,)dAf(d”,)=Zdt(b,d”,), dA-(b,)dN(dg=dA_(b,-dg, 
dN(b”,)dA+(d”,)=dA+(b;d”,), dN(f$g dN(dZ) = dN(b:d;), (1.9) 
for &E(t) = Ar(t + dt) - At(t), b = cb, d = c. Due to the complex linearity 
of the map c H A(c) the formulas (1.6), (1.7) can be always extended to 
arbitrary b, d by the polarization formula 
A(bd) = i A((bb +jnd)b(bb + jnd))/4jn, j=&i, 
II=0 
A(b) A(d) = C A(bb +j”d)bA(bb + jnd)/4j”. 
?I=0 
Hence, (1.6) is equivalent to (1.8) and (1.7) to (1.9). 1 
Let us now define a QS integral with respect to the basic process A for 
a matrix quantum process C(t) = (C:)(t), p, v E ( - , J, + } in F. Assuming 
that the operator-valued functions t H C:(t) are weakly measurable and 
adapted, C(t) = C’ @ Z,, where C’ are the operators in pt’ for all p E { - , J} 
and v E {J, + >, one can define in the case of finite J the QS-integral 
J:, A(C, ds) = j:, cg dA” as the sum of the Lebesgue operator-valued 
integral J C;(s) ds ani the Ito integrals 1 C,: dA<, s C( dAf , s CidNf in 
the Fock space over L*(R + + Cm), m = I.ZI in the usual sense [13, 141. 
In the general case 6 = L*(R+ + X) we regard the QS-integral f Cg dA; 
as a continuous operator %+ + 5% on the projective limit g+ = fl,,, I g(q) 
into ‘$ = fl,,l a(q) of Hilbert spaces S(c) c9 c%(t), l> 1 > 5, with 
respect to the scalar products 
Hence (qolq)+(r)> /)~/122 (cplq)-(~) are the square-norms in the 
Hilbert tensor products 8(r) = 0, E T B(t), X @ “I, 8(r) = 0, E T S’(t) of 
Hilbert spaces J(I) 5 X s S’(t), forming a Gelfand tripple for each t E R + 
with respect to the scalar product llqll* = (cp ( cp) in a Hilbert space X’ 
(&T(t) = 37 = J’(t), if X = Cm). 
We say that a weakly measurable function t H C(t) is locally QS- 
integrable if its components C;, ,u E { -, o}, v E (0, + } are locally 
LP-integrable as operator-valued functions 
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Co,(t): 9+ +c @8’(f), Ilco,(4:::<~ 0=2) 
C,(t): 9+ @s(f) -+ 9-, IIq4:::< CQ h7=2) 
c:(t): 9+ @a(t) + 5% as’(t), II c3 * MI ::p” -coo (p=cD). 
Here the norms are defined for any t > 0, t; E 10, l[, and a sufficiently large 
i>l by 
Ilc;II:;: =I; Ilcml: 4 IIC:II::? =e=,., SUP IIC%)ll:, 
llc,ll;=sup {Ilc;cplI~~~/llcplI~i~}, lIc:ll: =sup {Il~~cp”ll~5~/11~“11~5~~~ rp ‘PO 
where 
cp E %il 114412(5)= (CplvXi) 
cp” E s(r)@ &h Ilcp”ll(5) = <cp”lrp”)(i) 
and IICO,II:;~= IICO:II:, IIC;II::~= IlC;Il: are the norms IICII$:f= 
(p3w(~)ll:)* ds) ‘I2 of the operators 
cy:Y(<)+q[)6Jb”, (Cy!cp)(s) = c;(s)rp,s< f 
I 
t 
cc&‘” = C,(s) q”(s) ds 
0 
in the Hilbert spaces b’= @ jb b(s) ds, 8” = @ 16 S’(s) ds. 
The following theorem shows the continuity of the QS-integral of an 
integrable C, defined on 8+ even for nonadapted C:(t) by the formula 
0-i 
A(C, ds)cp (T)= 
) 1: 
(C;(s)rp + C,(s) cp,“)(T) ds 
SC, 
+ c (Co,(s)cp + c:(s) cpXr/s), (1.10) 
SET 
where ~;IE%+ @L?(t) is defined almost everywhere as the tensor-function 
cp3T) = cp(T u f). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that C(t) is a locally QS-integrable function; i.e., 
for any Jj < 1, t > 0 there exists [ > 1 such that 
llql::: < 009 II c; II ::: -c a, IIC, II ::: -= 009 IMl~;P” < CQ. 
Then the Q&integral (1.10) is defined as a continuous operafor lb(C): 
B+ +Y- with the estimate 
I),,’ A(C, d( G Ilc;Il~::+~~Ilc,ll~::+ Ilc:ll:::)+f Ilql::,” & (1.11) 
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for the norms ~~~~(C)~~~T=SU~~{III~(C)(PII(~_)/II(P/I(~+)}, ukre rl 65~ 
q + 2 c + E, and 0 < E < 5. Moreover, the adjoint integral 
is also densely defined on ‘3 + c 5% as the es-integral s; A((?, ds), and the 
function Cb( t) = gC( t)*g, 
P(t); = C;(t)*, C(t)“, = C,(t)*, C(t), = Co,(t)*, P(t)::= c:(t)* 
is locally es-integrable with IICb(t),II fl 1;: = IICp(t)*II: < co for almost all t. y 
Proof In order to show the continuity of the integral (1.10) in the 
projective topology of ni <, Y(i), one should prove that 
Ii1 
hW~ (~~)~~ClcpIl(rl+)> 
I; 
IlcpIl~yI~=~~(PI(P~~~~~“2 
0 
for any cPE%(?+), K <<, and a q+ >i, c>O. Due to the definition (1.10) 
where 
s 
‘C, dA”cp= j’C,(s)qfds, 
0 0 
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where we took into account that 
In order to estimate the integrals of CO, and C; let us find 
II 
‘@-I 
SC1 
= c (~O,(S)(P)(T/S) 
SET 
by the Schwarz inequality. In the same way we get 
+ rl- j’ I II CC:(s) cp~l(~)l12~‘T’ dzds 0 R 
=‘1-( 1 +v- $) IIc3P”llf(rl-), 
where &,,$(z) = rp(z I-I s1 u s2). 
Taking mto account that for any E > 0, 5 = q + E, 
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one can find that (1+rld/~~~ll4oIl~~~~d~~/~~Ilcpll~~5~, 
if ~65. Hence, due to lIdq+)B Ilrpl((t’+~)2 Il(pll(i) for V+ >i+~, we 
obtain for q- <q=t-e, 5~ 1 
(II 
‘w3h ~~-~clIc;ll:::+i~llcbll:::+Ilc”,ll::I~+~IIc~Il~:~~ 
0 il A 
if IIcpIl(~+)< 1, O<E<<, which is equivalent to (1.11). 
Due to the duality S(c)* = S([-‘) of 59(c) and Y( l/i) the QS-matrix 
process Cb(t) is also locally QS-integrable, and there exists the adjoint 
integral j; A(C, ds)*, defined as in (1.10) by Cb: 
= ~(lpIC+(s)x+C;(~)x”(~))d~ s 
+ 5 ; (cp,“lC”,(s)x+C~(s)x,o)d~ 
= s ; (C~(s)*cp+C”,(s)*cp,“I~)ds 
+ j; (C,(s)*~+C~(s)*cp~lx”)d~= @CbJ.+i4x ! . 
Obviously, II& A(Cb, ds)ll $ = IIjh A(C, ds)ll z;. 1 
COROLLARY. Zf C(t) are the simple measurable adapted functions, then 
the definition (1.10) coincides with the @-integral, given by integral Zto’s 
sums with respect to the processes (1.1). Moreover, the es-integral (1.10) is 
a limit of such integral sums in the inductive operator topology, defined by 
the norms (1.1 1 ), if locally es-integrable matrix-process C can be un$ormly 
approximated by a sequence of simple operator-valued processes with respect 
to the defined LP-norms on 10, t[. 
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2. QS CALCULUS OF OUTPUT NONDEMOLITON PROCESSES 
Let us consider an initial Hilbert space &‘O = h with identity operator 1, 
% = hQ9, and denote by #‘= hQ9’ and by II’= ‘i0 I’ the corre- 
sponding Hilbert space tensor products, so that 2 = #“’ @I 9, and identity 
operator fs !’ @I ft. Let us identify the basic QS process A = (A:) with the 
process A=l@A, in 2: A;(t)=tf, Ai=l@A<, Af =l@Af, 
Ai = f @IV;. A QS matrix process c= (~?a) with a e:(t) acting in Z’ is 
called adapted if c(t) = e’@ I,, for any t, where c:’ is a matrix of operators 
in P. We define the QS integral of an adapted QS matrix process c as in 
( 1.10) by the sum of integrals 
j’a(c,ds)= j’(c;ds+e,dA” +&da,+ + Qdfi;), (2.1) 
0 0 
which exists as an adapted process with the QS differential a(e, dt) = 
c:(t) da;(t) for weakly measurable, locally QS integrable functions 
t H c;l( t), called below processes. 
Now let us consider an adapted process J?(t), defined by the QS differen- 
tial equation 
d&t) = (E;(t) - /t(t) 6;) d&(t), 2(0)=2QZ, (2.2) 
having the solution i?(t) = X@ I+ Sb e{ dA;, iff c = E - k@ 6 satisfies the 
conditions for the existence of the integral (2.1), where X@S = (3%:). We 
define the elements Ei of matrix-operators E(t) also for A= - = v and for 
A= + =v by E:=X=fi;, and assume that ft =0 if 2 > v under the 
order - < o < + . 
PROPOSITION 2. If the QS process X satisfies the QS differential equation 
(2.2), then the process (X*X)(t) = X(t)*X(t) satisfies the equation 
d(it*if) = (Pb# - f*ifQS); dA;, (R*&(o) = i*,? Q I. (2.3) 
This QS Ito formula establishes an *-algebra isomorphism from the QS 
differentiable processes J? into the algebra of matrices of operator processes 
Pf defined above. In particular, X is formally normal (selJhdjoint, unitary) 
iff [E’,Eb]=O, (Rb=E, pb=R-‘) with respect to the b-operation 
Fb(t) = gF(t)*g, and X is partially isometric (isometric, orthoprojection), iff 
EPbP = E(fw = fQ 6, P% = E). 
Proof Taking into account that 
dX=c’; dt+c’, dA^” +i?+ da; +c;dfi”,, 
d~*=~I+dt-td”;ddaO+6,*d~,++e~*d~~, 
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and using the QS Ito formula [l], defining the product (8*2)(t) = 
(a*$) @I+ f; d(R*X) by the QS differential 
d(8*8) = dY*if+ 2* df+ dJ?*d2 
= (cbd-f+ f*ci + Cb+y &v 
2. 
((~+X~S)b;C+~~‘~)-R*8~6)~dA;, 
we obtain Eq. (2.3) with F = 80 6 + C. Due to the linearity of (2.3) with 
respect to the pairs (fi, 8) and (Eb, R*), it can be extended to 
d(B*j?) = (PP - B*P 06); d/j; (2.4) 
by the polarization formula 
8*81= i (8+j~81)*(8+j”kl)/4j”, j=J-1. 
n=O 
Hence, the formula (2.3) is equivalent to the QS Hudson-Parthasarathy 
Ito formula [l] and the b-property 
dif*(t)=(P(t)-it?*(t)@6);dAl;, 2*(o) = i* &I z, (2.2) 
which follows from it for F’= Z@S, corresponding to 8’= i. So the map 
2~ fi is a homomorphism with respect to the associative operator algebra 
structure of 2 and P with the appropriate involutions. Furthermore it is an 
injection, because if F = 0, then 8 = 0, as E 1 = 2 = P T. 
Conversely, if 8= 0, then lb p$ da; = 0 for all t, but it implies E : = 0 
due to the independence of stochastic integrators [15]. 1 
Now let us consider an adapted selfadjoint QS process Y, satisfying a QS 
equation 
dY(t) = (ZbGZ - Y@@;(t) d&t), Y(o)=pgz, (2.5) 
where Gb = G is a b-selfadjoint matrix adapted QS process with 
G: = Y=GI, Gt=O for 1>v, and Z=(Z$) is a b-isometric or b-unitary 
matrix adapted process, ZbZ =i@S (Zb = Z-‘) such that GZZb = G = 
ZZbG (otherwise G should be replaced by ZZbGZZb). 
We shall demand that Z:=i=Zz, Zc=O, if 1>v, and Zf, J# + or 
v # - satisfy the conditions for the existance of QS isometric (unitary) 
evolution U(t): X + 2, define by the QS equation (2.2) with 8= U, 
F;= (JZ;, a=j: 
dU(t) = U(t)(Z;(t) -IS;) d/i;, U(0) = I. (2.6) 
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Sufficient conditions for this are the conditions of localy integrability of the 
weakly measurable processes 2: in the sense of the LP-norms [16]: 
IlZs II I” < a, llzo,ll~2)< 00, IIZ, II t2’ < 00, ~~Z~~~ I”’ < co. 
Let us call the process Y an output process, if Y is nondemolition with 
respect to the QS process, Z, generating the evolution (2.6). By this we 
mean the commutativity condition 
c Y(t), ms11 = 0, vt<s (2.7) 
with respect to the QS processes X(t) = Z:(t), A, v E { -, J, + } (the condi- 
tions are nontrivial for A # + and v # -). 
THEOREM 2. The process Y is defined by (2.5) as an adapted serfadjoint 
QS process iff 
UY = Pu, P(t)=j@z+j-‘b;d&, (2.8) 
0 
where fi is an adapted QS integrable matrix process satisfying the conditions 
@U= UDj, D:‘= Gt - Y6:. The process Y is an output QS process, ijf 
U(s) Y(t) = E(t) U(s), Vt<s, (2.9) 
which is equioalent to the condition [Y(t), z:(s)] U(s) =0 for s < t, 
2: U = UZ:. The output process Y satisfies the nondemoliton condition (2.7) 
with respect to an adapted QS process X, defined by 
ux = Ru, X(t)=a@Z+j’e;d& (2.10) 
0 
iff cm, ml U(s) = 0 f or all t <s. The last is equivalent to the com- 
mutatiuity conditions [Y(t), F:(s)] U(s) = 0, Vt <s, 
c P, iI = 0, [x3, P-J u=o, (2.11) 
where % = c + 8@ 6, (the conditions are nontrivial for A # + and v # -), 
Proof. We obtain (2.5) with Cc = U*ct U from (2.8) for U, satisfying 
(2.6) simply by applying to Y= V*‘EU the QS Ito formula (2.5) 
d(V*YV)=(Zb(U*@6)G(V@6)Z-V*I%@&);d&. 
Conversely, we obtain 
d(UYU*)=((U@6)ZZbGZZb(V*@6)-UYU*@6);d&, 
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so the QS process Y= UYU*, obviously satisfying the condition YU= UY, 
is defined as a QS integral in (2.8) with G:U* due to the assumption 
ZZbGZZb = G for a weakly measurable, locally LP-integrable G. 
If the processes Y and X= 2: satisfy the commutativity conditions (2.7) 
then the isometry 
U(t, s) = i+ Js U(t, r)(Zt(r) -iSt) dam (2.12) 
commutes with Y(t), as can be easily proved by induction with respect to 
n = 1, 2, . . . for the corresponding QS Ito integral sums 
n-l 
U,(t,s)=f+ 1 Ui(t, ti)(Z;(ti)-i~~)(&ti+,)-ii;(ti)), (2.13) 
i=o 
where ti= t + i(s- t)/n, Uo(t, t) = l Hence, taking into account that 
U(s) = U(t) U(t, s), we obtain (2.5): 
U(s) Y(t) = U(t) Y(t) U(t, s) = f(f) U(s). 
Conversely, multiplying (2.9) from the left side hand by U(l)*, we obtain 
the commutativity condition for Y(t) and U(t, s), which is equivalent to 
(2.7) for X= Zt due to the approximation (2.13) of (2.12) and adaptedness 
of Y. The condition (2.7) in terms of 2: U = UZj can be written as 
U(s)[ Y(r), Z;l(s)] = [E(t), q(s)] U(s) =o, Vt<s. 
In the same way the nondemolition condition for an output process Y with 
respect to a QS process X can be written as [ Y(ct), 2(;(s)] U(s) = 0 in terms 
of 8u= ux. 
Representing X in the case (2.10) in the form of (2.5) as the solution of 
the QS equation 
dX= (ZbFZ-A’@@; A$, X(O)=J?@Z, (2.14) 
and taking into account that due to (2.4) 
d( YX) = (ZbGFZ - YX@ 6); da;, (2.15) 
one can easily obtain that [ Y, X] = 0 iff [ 9, a] = 0 and [G, F] = 0, due to 
ZZbF = F = FZZb. In order to satisfy the condition [Y(t), X(s)] = 0 for all 
t <s, it should be completed by [Y(t), F:(s)] =0 at least for A# + or 
v # - and all t 6 s due to the QS integral representation 
X(s) = X(r) + j-’ (ZbFZ - X06); da; for s> t 
I 
and commutativity of Y(t) with Z(s) at sa I. So [D, F] = [G, F] - 
[Y@ 6, F] = 0, which gives the necessary and sufficient nondemolition 
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conditions, which can be written in terms of Y, 8, f? as (2.11) by multi- 
plication on the right by the corresponding U. m 
COROLLARY. The process X is an evolute process, X = U*(i Q I) U of an 
initial operator Ida with respect to a QS unitary process U, described 
by the QS equation (2.6) iff it satisfies the QS equation (2.14) with 
F = XQS. The process Y is an output process with respect to the Qs 
Markovian evolution defined on the von Neumann algebra d = a(h) by the 
transformation Zt = U*(i;i 0 I) U of the initial QS generators 23, acting in h, 
iff [F(t),i@1]=Of or all t and 1, v. The output process Y is nondemolition 
with respect to X = U*(aQ I) U f or arbitrary z? E 8(h), iff ? = 10 B, where 
B is an adapted process in Fock space P, 
Indeed, if f(t) = i 0 I is a time independent adapted process, then 
it satisfies the QS equation dX= ci da; corresponding to dc = 0 = 
Pt-i@ZSi;. Hence, the process Z= U*zU satisfies Eq. (2.14) with 
F;= U*(@Z)Uo;= XS;. 
The outputlcondition [Y(t), z:(s)] U(s) = 0, for 2(s) = 4 @I and unitary 
U, means [Y(t), $0 Z] = 0 for all t, A, v; moreover the nondemolition 
condition [ Y(t), X(s)] U(s) = 0 for X((s) = i @Z with arbitrary ,C E 9?(h) is 
possible only if Y = 10 B. 
Note that an output QS process Y= U*YU is defined as the sum of 
j 0 I and a QS integral 
j-’ A(D, ds) = U(t)* j’ A(@ ds) U(t) 
0 0 
with the QS differential A(D, dt) = (ZbDZ)t(t) dA;(t). In the case of 
commuting matrix elements D: = U*& U and 2: = U*Zi U, as it happens 
for i!:(t) = it @ Z, SF = 1 @SE, this integral can be defined as the QS Ito 
integral 
j’A(D,ds)=J’(D; ds+D, dA” +D; dA,+ +DzdNI)={‘D)dA; 
0 0 0 
with respect to output annihilation A”, creation AZ, and quantum 
number Nz processes 
A”(t)=[‘(Z;dA: +Z; ds)=A,+(t)*, 
0 
N:(t) = j-’ ((Z;*Z:) : dN; + (Z:*Z”+)i da,? + (Zo,*Z;), dA” 
0 
+ (Z:*Z; ds)) 
as the unitary transformation At = U*Af U of the input canonical 
processes 2:. 
683/42/2-2 
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3. QS NONLINEAR NONDEMOLITION FILTERING 
Let us consider a selfadjoint family Y = ( Yj) of commuting output 
processes Yi, i = 1, . . . . n, defined by 
YJt)= Pi@Z+ 1’ (ZbDiZ); d&, (3.1) 
0 
which are nondemolition with respect to a QS process X: 
c YAt), -a41 = 0, Cyi(t), x(s)l =O vtgs (3.2) 
As follows from (2.11) for C? = Pk, P = Di, + Y, @ 6, the family Y satisfies 
the selfnondemolition condition 
c YAt), Y/h)1 = 0, Vs, t; i, k, (3.3) 
iff pi(t), d:(s),] U(s) = 0 for all t <s, and 
c Pi, P/J = 0, IA %I u= 0, Vi, k (3.4) 
Let us denote by &, = { Yi ( i = 1, . . . . n>’ the reduced algebra of bounded 
operators in % corresponding to the measurements of the process Y’= 
( Y(s) 1 s < t> up to a time t, defined as the commutant of all Yi = U* p;U, 
and 0 = {PI, . . . . gn}’ the initial algebra defining J$, = 0 @W(F). The non- 
increasing family (J;s) is the family of maximal von Neumann subalgebras 
J$‘, c d( E do, s 3 t > 0, of the initial reduced algebra do, with respect to 
which Y is a nondemolition commutative vector process in the sense of the 
definition Y,(t) E &4: Vt (or Y,(t) is affiliated to &i) of a nondemolition QS 
process given in [4]. The abelian algebra 33’ = JII: generated by Y’, with 
W” = Co’ 6 Z, generated by Y” = 9 Q Z, forms the center 9# = 4 n &i of dtol;, 
hence d, is a decomposible algebra, having the conditional expectation 
with respect to W’ = 4 for any normal initial state on do 2 &,. 
As follows from the next theorem, the nondemolition principle is not 
only sufficient, but also necessary for the existence of compatible condi- 
tional expectation of dz with respect to Bl for an arbitrary initial state 
vector 5. 
We shall explicitly construct the conditional expectation not only 
for bounded XEJ$;, but also for X affiliated to d,. An operator B is 
said to be defined almost everywhere with respect to the pair (a’, 0, 
if it is densely defined in the support subspace Xx’= P’S, where 
P’=inf{P=P*PEW’) PC=<}, llrll =l. 
TIGOREM 3. Let WC&~ be a von Neumann subalgebra on a Hilbert 
space A?. Then a conditional expectation E, as a positive projection onto 6%‘, 
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satisfying the compatibility condition (5 1 E,(X) 4 ) = (< ) X< ), for all XE d 
exists on &t for an arbitrary ( E 2, iff 94’ commutes with &,: 28’ c A;. In 
this case the algebra s$, can be extended to the commutant of SF, such that 
for any operator X, commuting on the domain &4,5 with a’ = a:, the expec- 
tation E,(X) is given on d,pa,5 by 
e,(X) At = AE,X{, VA E- J& (3.5) 
I where E, E d* is the orthoprojector on B (. The formula (3.5) uniquely 
defines e,(X) as a densely defined operator e,(X) P’ affiliated to @” on .$;5 
even for unbounded X. 
Proof, Let us suppose that [X, B] # 0 for an X E dz and BE @, and 
that E,: &l --t 9?’ is defined as a positive projection, compatible with r E 2, 
for which (5 1 [X, B] 5 ) # 0. Then, due to the modulatity property 
Gw = Gv, E,(BX) = B&n 
where XE&,, Bc.W, we would have (rl [E,(X), B]t) = (el [X, B]<)#O, 
which would be possible only if 2-F were non-Abelian. But for non-Abelian 
2t9’ the conditional expectation does not exist for all vectors r E JV, as can 
be easily shown for a factor .W # Cl Indeed, in this case such a vector 5 
has to be of the form to@ [r, and &(A @B) = (&, 1 A&,) I,@ B, where 
I &, E %a # C, if J& # a’, < 1 E x1 = a <, corresponding to the decomposition 
2 = x0@ x1. So, it is necessary that 99’ c ai. 
Let us define E, for such an Abelian algebra 99” by (3.5) with J$; =a” 
and a fixed 5 E Z. The orthoprojector E, commutes with .JZ!; due to the 
invariance of 8, = m with respect to the action of the algebra &;. Hence 
the operator E,XE, commutes with d:E,, 
E, XE, BE, = E, XBE, = E, BXE, = BE, XE, = E, BE, XE,, 
if the operator X commutes with all BE &‘;. But this means that E,XE, is 
affiliated with the reduced von Neumann algebra E,d*E, on & coinciding 
with its cornmutant d;E, on &l because the induced Abelian algebra a:,?, 
has the cyclic vector t in 6$. The commutativity of E,dtE, = at'; E, helps to 
establish the correctness of the definition (3.5) of the linear operator E,(X) 
on 4 < A< = 0 * s,(X) A< = 0. Indeed, 
II%(x) AtI1 = IIAEJSIl = II(E,A*AE,)1’2E,XE~511 
= I)E,XE,(E,A*AE,)“2<1( 
because E,< = 5 and (E,A*AE,)“*t = 0, if Al = 0. 
The operator s,(X): Al -+ AE, X& having the range &t E, Xc L x’ = &t 5, 
commutes with arbitrary A E dz due to the definition (3.51, so P'&,(X) is 
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affiliated to P’d;P’, coinciding with d;P’ because P’E d; n d, = d;, if P’ 
is the orthoprojector on X’. 
The map XHEJX) satisfies the unital property E’(Z) A4 = AE,t = At 
due to c E &,;, and the modularity property. 
c,(XB) A< = AE,BX< = ABE,Xl= BAE,Xt = BE,(X) At 
for all AE~, and BE&‘;, and, hence, maps the algebra 4 on the sub- 
algebra .&: c J& represented on Xx’. 
Now let us prove the uniqueness of the representation (3.5) of condi- 
tional expectation E, as a map onto factor subalgebra d;/dB:Pj = d:P’, 
where P’ = I- P{ E&: is the support of < which is the orthoprojector on 
z= X’. Due to the commutativity of E(X) with &, we have 
s,(X) At = Ag,(X)C; for A E d,. So we have to prove that s,(X)5 = E,X<. But 
s,(X)5 ~d9:<, because E,(X)E ~4: for XE dt;; hence we should prove that 
(B5: 1 s,(X)< ) = (B< 1 E,.Xt ) for all BE zZ:, which is a consequence of the 
modularity and compatibility conditions: 
(B5l~,Wt) = <SIdB*X)t) = (5lB*%) 
= (B5IXt) = (Z%IE,Xl’). 
Remark. Note that one should identify the factor-algebra i&P with the 
space L”(T’) of essentially bounded measurable complex functions on the 
probability space Y’ of all observed values u’ = {v(s) 1 s 6 t}, v(t) = (Yi)(t) 
of the commutative vector process Y’, stopped at t. The probability 
measure ,~4(&‘) = (5 1 Z(du’)5) is induced on the Bore1 a-algebra of -I/“ by 
the spectral resolution Y’= j v’Z(du’). If P’= j$ P,,,u(dv’) is the corre- 
sponding decomposition of P’ E L%‘;, then 
(3.6) 
where (X),, = (<,, 1 Xl,,), and the vectors <,, = P&l P,1511 define the 
resolution E, = j$?, Ii,,) (r,,l ~(du’). Hence one should consider s,(X) for an 
XE &, as a function s,(X): Y’ + CP,, giving for almost all trajectories 
u’ E “Y-‘, observed up to a time t, the posterior mean values (X),, of a QS 
nondemolated process X(t). The initial conditional expectation E,, with 
respect to go= O’@Zand t=+@(p is given for X=$@Zas s(@@Zby 
P@) = 1” <II/” I w,> P”P(~~)Y P(dU) = IIu~wll’. (3.7) 
9% 
Here the vectors +, = ~~~/ll~,~l~, UE V. and the decomposition 
C=j$? l$v)(#,l I for E,=@@Z, {p”} define the decomposition 
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p = S@ b,p(dv) for PO = fi @ Z, corresponding to the orthogonal resolution 
9 = { UT(&) on the spectrum V. of the commutative family E = (pi) of the 
initial operators Y(0) = 9 0 I. 
4. QS CALCULUS OF A POSTERIORI EXPECTATIONS 
Now let us suppose that 5 = J/ 0 6,, where $ E h, 6, is the vacuum in 9, 
the output commuting processes (3.1) are nondemoliton with respect to 
x(r)=a@Z+[‘(ZbFZ-X@B);da; (4.1) 
0 
with in 0 and F(r) E E;;, where g is the b-algebra of matrix-operators 
F = (Ft), commuting with Y(s), s < t, and D(t): e = {Pt E &I 1 [Di, F] = 0, 
i = 1 ) . ..) n}. In the following we also demand that the process Y = ( Yi) be 
continuous from the right in the sense JX!: = n,, , &l, which is equivalent 
to Dj(t):Ed; for all i and t. 
Let us denote by %? the linear span of the initial operators { Fi} with the 
operators go E q. from the commutative ideal G?To = (6 E 0’ I(& ) 6$ ) = O}. 
We also denote by 9’ the &:-span of the operator-matrices (Di)(t) with 
the ideal CT@;= {DE~~IDI =O=OT, (DZ+lDZ+)=O) of commutative 
b-algebra 9; = (Dt E &‘: ) [D, F] = 0, F E P,}, corresponding to the kernel 
of the pseudoscalar product 
(Z+ lZ+)= (51(ZbZ)r5>=(rIZ*+gZ+5), 
where Z*, = (Z; *, Z;*, 1) is the conjugate row to the column-operator 
Z +. Now we can formulate the main filtering theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that the output observed process (3.1) is nondemoli- 
tion with respect to a QS process (4.1), and the spans g c 0’ and 28~9: 
are *- and b-algebras correspondingly. Then the posterior mean value 
&,(X(t)) for an initial state vector < = $6 6,, # E h, is defined by an adapted 
commutative vector-process K, = (uf), K: Ed:, i= 1, . . . . n, almost everywhere 
as an d:-linear nonanticipating fransformation of the output process Y by 
the stochastic Zto equation 
d&,(X(t)) = &,(ZbFZ);(t) dt + Kf(X(t)) dPi(t). (4.2) 
Here E,(F); =&,(F;), E~(~@Z)=E(~)@Z, uidYi=~~=, u’dY,, and 
dFi(t)=dYi(t)-E,(ZbDiZ);(t)dt, Yj(o)=p,@z (4.3) 
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are the observed martingales with respect to the filtration (E,) and state 
vector [, called the innovating process for (&\)‘;). The process IC, is defined 
uniquely up to the kernel of the correlation matrix-process 
Pik(t)=&,(ZbD~DkZ)T(t)=&,C(DeZ::+ D”,).?(DEZ”, + D”,)J(t) (4.4) 
by the &;-linear algebraic equation 
Pik(t)K;=&,(ZbD:FZ)Jt)-&,(X(t))&,(ZbDFZ);(t), (4.5) 
having in the case F = X 0 6, corresponding to X(t) = 2 Q I, the form 
pik(t) K; = &,(Z*+D:$Zo+ )(t) + &D”,:Zo, + Z;*D; *z)(t), (4.6) 
where f(t) = X(t) - &,(X(t)). The initial a posteriori mean value .~(a) is the 
linear combination ~(..i?) = ($1 .?-rl/) + t?(i) ji, ofji = ji - (II/ 1 pi+) 1, where 
K = (18) is defined by the equation 
Pi/cKk=(d’I.Fi*W’), Pik=(Ic/lJ*Jk$)9 (4.7) 
with 2 = f - ($ I a+ > 1, uniquely up to the kernel of the initial correlation 
matrix p = (pik). 
In order to prove this fundamental filtering theorem we need the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. If the process X satisfies Eq. (4.1), then there exists a mar- 
tingale M, with respect to (E,, 0, affiliated with &: on &,l, such that almost 
everywhere 
E,(X(t))=E(x)@Z+~‘&S(ZbFZ);(s)ds+M,. 
0 
(4.8) 
Proof: Let us define M, on r by 
M,<=(E,-E,)X(O)<+l”(E,-ES)(ZbFZ):dA;.& 
0 
Obviously M,c$ satisfies the (E,, o-martingale condition E,M,t = MS{ for 
all s < t, and 
E,X(t)5=(PW)E+jfE,(ZbFZ),(s)Sds+M,5 
0 
due to Es(ZbFZ)‘; dA;t = ES(ZbFZ) ;l dt for 5 = $ @ 6,. The operator M, 
affiliated with J#: can be correctly defined almost everywhere by 
M,A5 = AE,M,t = AM,& VAES$, 
as in the case of (3.5) for X= M,, &,(M,)= M,. 
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So for any A E &$ we have 
&*(X(t))A~=A aa~ss,+S’E,(ZbFZ)r(s)Sds+M,T ( 0 
=(&(a)~Z)A:+jn’&,(ZbFZ)~(s)A5ds+M,A5, 
and, hence, (4.8) holds on the dense linear manifold s&‘,< of the support 3”’ 
of the state < on &:. 
LEMMA 4.2. A process M, = jb (ZbDZ)t da; with D(t)~9’ is a mar- 
tingale with respect to (q, 5) iff &,(ZbDZ); (t) = 0 for all t, that is, almost 
everywhere 
D;(~)+D~(Z)E,(ZO,)+E,(ZO,)*DO,(~)+E,(ZO,*D~ZO,)(~)=O, (4.9) 
and is the zero martingale (almost everywhere) iff D(t)~9;, which is 
equivalent to &,(ZbDbDZ) ;(t) = 0 for all t almost everywhere, that is, 
c,[(DO+ +D:Zo,)*(Do, +Do,ZYJ](t)=O (4.10) 
and, hence, D;(t) = z,(Z:*DO,ZO,)(t). 
Proof. Due to commutativity of M(t) with ZZ$, we have to prove only 
that E,M,c = M,l for all r 2 t, iff E,(ZbDZ);(t) = 0 for all f. Indeed, 
E,(M,-M,)<=j: E,(ZbDZ);(s)< ds=O for all r> t iff E,(ZbDZ);(s)<=O 
for all t <s, which is equivalent to E,(ZbDZ);(t)< = 0 for all t due to 
E, ES = E, for t < s, written in the form (4.10) for 
(ZbDZ); = 0; + D,Zo, + Z;*D; + Z:*D;Zo,. 
If M, is a martingale, then 
d(M,- M,)*(M, - M,)l = &,(M,*M,) - M:M, 
= 
s 
’ c,(ZbDbDZ);(s) u!~aO. 
I 
Hence, if M, is a zero martingale, IM, - M,l* = 0, and &,(ZbDbDZ); (s) = 0 
for all t>s, which is equivalent to &JZbDbDZ);(t)=O for all t, or to 
(4.10) in view of 
(ZbDbDZ); = (D”, + D;Z;)*(D”, + D;Z;). 
But this means that (D”, + DO,ZO,)l=O, i.e., D(t)c $2;. Conversely if 
D(t) = a&, i.e., if (51(ZbDbDZ);<)=0, then E,(ZbDbDZ);(t)<=O 
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because (BtI(ZbDbDZ);S)=(tl(ZbDb(BOIj)DZ);S)=O for any 
BE&;. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let the linear complex span of ( yi > and the span of ( Dj i (t ) 
with the coefficients in &;, be commutative *- and b-algebras Ce and 9,’ up 
to the ideals Gf$, 5 %? and 9; c 9’ correspondingly. Then the locally bounded 
processes 
B(t)=(j&+$,ji)@Z+Jl:(Zb(Do+i.~d,)Z)~(s)dA;(s), (4.11) 
where y,,~%?, pi=yi- (I(/lji$)?, D,,E~;, &=Dt, if (1, v)#(-, +), 
and B 5 (t) = D 5 (t) - c,(ZbDZ) ;(t), defined by weakly measurable locally 
bounded functions t t-+ ,Ii, E SZIO~:, JbE C, compose a weakly dense *-algebra W 
in ai. 
ProoJ Using the QS Ito formula (2.3), one obtains for 
dB = (ZbDZ)$ dA; with D(t) = D,,(t) + Aid,(t) E 9’ 
d(B*B)= (Zb(Db(B@&+ (B@d)*D +DbD)Z); d& 
due to the commutativity of B(t) with Zz( t). But Db( t) D(t) E 9’ and hence 
(Db(B@6) + (B@6)*D +DbD)(t)~g’ is an d;-linear combination of 
iDi( and a G ECU;, as well as SKYE% for p= iO + P&E%? is a linear 
combination of pi and a 6 E FO. Hence, B*B is a process of the same form 
as B(t), what means that the operators B(t) compose a *-subalgebra V of 
A!:. The algebra V’ is weakly dense in zzti because it has the same commu- 
tant dtr4,, as the family (Y(s) Js 3 t}, and hence generates the same von 
Neumann algebra d:. 
Proof of the Theorem 4. We look for the martingale M, defining the 
decomposition (4.8) in Lemma 4.1. Let us suppose that it is a stochastic 
nonanticipating integral span 
M, = 1; (Zb&Z);(s) ic;. d/4;(s), lc+Jd;, 
of the observable martingales A yi( t) = Pi(t) - y;(O), 
dpi(t)= AY,(t)- j’~,(Z~D~z);(s) ds= j; A^(ZbBiZ, ds), 
0 
where yi(t) should not be taken into account if Ding& as it is a zero 
almost everywhere martingale according to Lemma 4.2. Due to the weak 
density of $?’ in &;, proved in Lemma 3.3, it is sufficient to lind the coef- 
ficients rcf from the condition 
(51 B(t)*X(t)t> = (cl B(t)%(X(t))S) 
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for all B(r) in the form (4.11). Using the QS Ito formula (2.4) for 
dB = (ZbDZ)t dA;, where D = D, + f)Ji, one can obtain 
On the other hand, taking into account that d&,(X(t)) = c,(ZbFZ);(t) dt + 
dM,, dM= (Zbf)iZ)$~i dAl;, one can obtain 
d(5IB*dW5>= <tlB*dZbW;SW 
+ (rl(ZbDbZ)~&,(X)+(ZbDbdiZ);~f(5) dt. 
Hence, (SIZbDbDiZIrc:O; = (41 {(ZbDbFZ); - (ZbDbZ);s,(X)}<), 
which is equivalent for D =D,+ DjAi to (4.5) and 
(~l(ZbD~DiZ);rcfl)=(<I{(ZbD~FZ);-(ZbD~Z);~,(X))<) (4.12) 
due to DbDi= DbDi and the arbitrariness of A;E &‘:. But the left hand side 
of the last equation (4.12), due to the Schwarz inequality, is zero, 
as (51 (ZbDkD,Z);t)= II(D~ZO, +ll”,)o~~~2=0 for D,E~;. On the 
other hand, taking into account that 
as (51(ZbD$Z);S)=((D~Z0,+D0,)o~I(C;Z0,+C0,)~)=0 for C= 
F - X0 6, and due to b-normality 
DO Do* = D”*D” 0 0 0 0) D”,D, * = D”,*D”,, D,D- 0 * = D”*Do + + 
of D,E~; as for a matrix-operator of the commutative matrix b-algebra 
S’ 19 one can obtain 
Ct.1 (ZbD!,FZ)-t) + 
= (tl(D; -+D,Zo,),*~~) 
+ ((D~Zo,+Do,),~IXZo,~>= (<j(D;*X+Z;*XD;*Z",),<) 
=(~;~(D;*+D”;CD~+D”,),X~)=(~[(D;+D~*D~+D”,),*E,(X)~). 
Here 0:’ is the quasi-inverse conjugate matrix-operator for normal 
DE = D~*D;‘D;, and we used 
(D:Zo, + D”,),,5 =O, (D;*Zo, +D,*),,T=O 
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as for b-normal D,ET&. Hence, the right side of Eq. (4.12) is also zero, 
(51(ZbJ%Z);5) = (~IWbD;Z),M75), 
because in the same way one can obtain 
This proves also the uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (4.5) up to the 
kernel of the correlation matrix p(t) = (p+)(t) because if pjkAk = 0 for an 
d;-adapted vector process I, = (AL), then D,, = ibDi~ B,, and, hence, 
(A;51 {c(ZbDhFZ); +(ZbDPZ),e(X))S) 
= (51 {(ZbDLFZ); -(ZbD~Z);&(X)}S)=O. 
In the case Ff = X St, taking into account that 
c(ZbD(X@ 6)Z); 
= D T&(X) + D,E(XZO, ) + &(Z$*X) D”, + &(Z;*DzXZo, ) 
and 
E(Z~DZ);E(Z)=D;E(X)+ D,E(X)E(Z:)+E(ZO,)*E(X) D”, 
+ ~(zo+*D:Zo+) E(X), 
one can easily obtain Eq. (4.6) from (4.5). 
One should look for the initial condition ~~(2 @I) = c(a) @ Z for Eq. (4.2) 
in the linear form s(a) = (tj 1 a$) + j$, where rci should be found from 
<3$1@>= (.wI4~.)IC/) f or all j = p,, + C ji A’, where j,, E W,, and A’ E C. 
This gives the initial equation (4.7). 1 
COROLLARY. If { j+} are commuting orthogonal projectors in h, and also 
Dp = Di= Df are commuting b-matrix projectors , then the conditions of 
Theorem 4 are jiulj2lled, and they are fulfilled also in the case Dzi = 0. In par- 
ticular, for the case 0: = Z@Sz, 0, = 0 = D”,, D ; = 0, corresponding to 
the counting output process Y = N, Eq. (4.6) gives 
K, = wc*xz~ )(tMZ~*ZO, Nt) -w?(t) (4.13a) 
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if c,(ZO,*ZO+)(t) #O. In the other case, 0; = 1 = D”+, Dz= 0, 0; =O, 
corresponding to the output coordinate observation Y = Q, one obtains 
K, = &(XZo, + Z”,“X) - E,(X) &,(Zo, + Zo;r). (4.13b) 
Indeed, the linear span of commuting orthoprojectors { ji>, and also the 
&i-span of b-projectors {D;}, are *- and b-algebras %? and W, corre- 
spondingly. In the case Dp, = 0 the product DF Dk is in 96 as matrix with 
(DFD,): = 0, (DFD,)O, = 0, (DFD,); = 0. Such commutative matrices 
also form a commutative b-algebra 9’ up to the ideal 9:, because 
GbG = 0, and, hence, (GZ, ) GZ,) = 0 for a matrix-operator G with 
Gt = 0 for (A, v) # ( -, + ). 
5. AN APPLICATION OF QS FILTERING 
The applications of the filtering equation (4.2) to the derivation of an a 
posteriori Schriidinger equation for the diffusive observation are given in 
[17, 183, and for the counting observation are given in [19,20]. 
In contrast to the usual Schrodinger equation, describing a closed quan- 
tum system without observation, these new stochastic wave equations give 
the dynamics of an open quantum system undergoing nondemolition 
measurements which are continuous in time. Thus the continual wave 
packet reduction problem is solved by the quantum filtering method for the 
typical QS models of observation such as a quantum particle in a bubble 
chamber [ 181 (diffusive observation) and an atom radiating photons [20] 
(counting observation). Here we consider another example of quantum 
nonlinear filtering-QS spin localization, describing the continuous 
collapse of the vector polarization @= (p,, p2, p3) for the spin f of an elec- 
tron under a continuous nondemolition measurement in magnetic field. 
The polarization p’(t) at the time instant t > 0 is given by the conditional 
expectations (3.5) 
Pj(t)=Et(Xj(t))3 xj(t)= V*(t)(zj@z) u(t), (5.1) 
where ij = &j are the Pauli matrices 
and U(t) is a QS unitary evolution in the Hilbert space X0@ 9. Here Z’” 
is the Hilbert space C2@L2(R3) of the spinors $(?)= (g;)(F), where e*(F), 
?E R3 are the wave functions of the nonrelativistic electron with the definite 
z-projections + f of its spin s’= 4(&r, 6,, G3) and probabilistic normaliza- 
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tionI~~I~2~~(~)+J/(~)dr=1,where~+~=]~_]2+)11/+~2,and~=~(b)is 
the Fock space over the Hilbert space I = C”@ L2(Rt ). The initial 
polarization p’(0) = (py, pi, pt) = j&, 
pi” = j $(r’)+ bjjlc/(T) d?, j= 1, 2, 3, 
has values in the unit ball &g = { $E R3 ( Ip’I < 1 }, where lp’12 = (~7, p’) 3 p2, 
i.e., can be mixed xi’= 1 (pp)’ < 1 even in the pure (vector) state $ E X0, 
l[$ll’=J Il/(T)f$(?) m= 1. 
Let us suppose that the evolution U(t) defines the system of Langevin 
equations (2.14) of the form 
dg+ 
( 
j[y,H]+i.i [[2,?,,],&] dt=j i [?,Li]dVi. (5.2) 
,=I 1 i= I 
Here if(t) = (X,, X2, X3)(t), H(t) = 4 cfzl d(t) Xi(t) is the spin- 
Hamiltonian, corresponding to the magnetic vector u’( t) = (ui, u2, u3)(t) E R3, 
Li(t) = f CT=, r{(t) Xi(t) = 4Ri(t) are spin-operators, detin_ed by the 
real vectors Fi(t)= (t$, Y;, ry)(t)oR’, i= 1, . . . . n, and Vi= 1 Q2 Im A+ 
i = 1, . . . . n are independent standard Wiener processes, represented by the 
input operators (l/j)(A + (t) - A i (t)), j = J-1 in the Fock space 9 with 
respect to the initial vacuum state 6,oP. The stochastic system of the 
operator equations (5.2) corresponds to the unitary Markovian evolution 
(2.6) in h @ 9, h = C2 with the generators 
p = - ) 1, . ..) n 
Z(t) = w)*&(t)o~) U(t) ” = l . n + 
,‘., 9 
defined by the spin-operators 
i:=s;T, ii 
+ =;fi=~;, ;;= -gp+jq, j=fi, 
where ii(t) =cj= 1 r{(t) eji, f’(t) =cJ= 1 tf’(t)I, i(t) =cj= 1 d(t) 8j. Such 
an evolution realizes the output processes 
Yj(t)= U(t)*Wi(t) U(t)=Qi(t)y i = 1, . . . . n, 
satisfying the QS equations (2.5) in the form 
dYi = Ri dt + dWi, dWi=T@2 Re A,? (5.3) 
of the indirect nondemoliton observation of the noncommuting spin- 
operators 
Ri(t) = u(t)*(ii(t) Q 1) u(t), i = 1, . . . . n. 
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The standard Wiener processes Wi, i = 1, . . . . n, represented by the com- 
muting operators A+(t) + Ai- (t) in 5, describe the independent errors 
pi- R, as the white noises I@;. They do not commute with the white noises 
Vi of the perturbations in the quantum system (5.2), 
[Pi(S), i&(t)] = 2js(s- t) S&i, (5.4) 
due to 
CVi(S), Wk(t)] =2j[At(s), A:(t)] =2jmin(s, t)8ikZ 
PROPOSITION 5. Under the given assumptions the a posteriori spin 
polarizations (5.1) satisfy the system of nonlinear stochastic equations 
$~G+i,f: (rfp’-($,ii)?J dt= i (?i-($yTi)$)dFi, (5.5) 
r=l > i=l 
where dFi(t)=dYi(t)-(p’(t), r’,(t))dt. 
Proof. Let us consider the nonlinear filtering equation (4.2) for the 
spin-operators Xi(t), j= 1, 2, 3, which are equivalent to the Pauli matrices 
&j, j= 1,2, 3. We can use (4.2) for the evaluation of the expectations (5.1) 
because the conditions of the Theorem 4 are fulfilled (see the Corollary of 
Section 4). The innovating martingales dBi = dY, - Ed dt in this case are 
given by the differences dyi = dY, - (e, ?J dt because 
E,(Ri(t)) = i r{(t) E,(Xj(t)) = i r{(t) p,(t). 
j=l j=l 
Due to pik(f) = Er(dPi(t) dF,Jt)) = 8ik dt, the coefficients Kf(Xj(t)) are given 
by 
~f(x’)=$,(2(t) R,(t)+ Ri(t) Z(t))-~,(g(t))~,(Ri(t)) 
= Ti(t) - (p’((t)3 Ti(t)) Ftt), 
because tijtj + Fj6j = 2r{? for Fi = c,?= 1 riej, and 
XjRi+ RiXj= U(t)*(~?~ji~+f,&~) U(t)=2r{f 
The vector-product p(t) A ii(t) in (5.5) represents the expectations 
M(CRt), Wt)l)=j&, 
( 5 j$l C2tt)9 xj(t)l uj(t))3 
because [a, S] = xi’= 1 [ * c, Bj] ui= (2/j) $ A Z, and 
([c?, G(t)] @I) U(t). In the same way one can obtain 
[2(t), H(t)] = iv(t)* 
r?(t) p(t)- (p’(t), ?i(t)) r’,(t) = (p’(t) A r’,(t)) A r’,(t) 
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as the vector representation of the expectation of the double commutants 
$[[@(t), &(t)], Li(t)], defining together with j[.?(:(t), H(t)] the products 
(Zb(t) z(t) Z(t)); in (4.2). 1 
Now we can prove that the continuous indirect nondemolition measure- 
ment (5.3) of the quantum spin reduces any initial state of the electron at 
the limit t + co to the completely polarized one. This gives a kind of 
stochastic ergodicity property of the the nonlinear system of quantum 
filtering equations (5.5). 
THEOREM 5. Let p(O) = @,, E 29 be an arbitrary initial polarization for the 
nonlinear quantum filtering equation (5.5). Then this equation has a unique 
stochastic solution c(f) E 39, and p2(t) = (3((t), p’(t)) + 1 at t --) co almost 
surely, if A(t) = {k En= 1 lri(s)j2 ds + co as in the case ri(s) = ri. 
Proof The vector stochastic equation (5.5) up to a renormalization 
y(f) = p(t) p’(t) is equivalent to the linear stochastic equation 
dT+ TA Z+f,i (rfl-(xr’,)v’,) 
> 
dt=p i TjdYi. (5.6) 
r=l i= 1 
Indeed, let p(t) be the stochastic Ito’s integral 
P(‘) = 1 + j’ i (3(s), ii(S)) dYi(s) 
O i=l 
(5.7) 
defined by the unique solution T(r) of this ordinary linear stochastic 
differential equation with the initial nonstochastic vector 3(O) = co. Then 
dp = I;= i (x Yi) dYi, and by Ito’s formula 
d(pp’) = dpp + dp dp’ + p dp’ 
we obtain the equation for f= pp’ iff p’(t) satisfies Equation (5.5): 
i=l i=l 
i=l 
+ i (pii-(f ii) $)(dYi-(@v ?i)dt)=p i F’idY;. 
is I i=l 
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This unique solution of the nonlinear filtering equation (5.5) with 
F(O) = j&, can be written almost surely (p(t) # 0) as p(z) =f(t)/p(t), where 
T(it) is the solution of the linear equation (5.6) with f(O) = j&, and p(t) is 
the integral (5.7). 
In order to prove that almost surely ( p’( ?)I < 1 if I p’,J < 1, it is sufficient 
to show that 
f*(t) = (m 3(t)) G P(t)‘, 
Using Ito’s formula we obtain 
if f(O) = PO. 
df2 = 2(X $, + (df d3) 
= 2p 2 (1 ii) dYi - i (r;fz - (z ii)* - p*r;) dt 
i= I i=l 
= dp* + (p’-f’) i rf dt, 
i=l 
where dp2=2p dp+(dp)*=2pCys’_, (J:i,)(dY,+(Jr’,)). Henced(f*-p*)= 
x(p* - f*) dt, where i = Cr= 1 r: 30, and 
p*(t) - (3(t), 30)) = e-w - (do, PO)), Vt. 
Thus f’(r) <p*(t), if Ip”( < 1, and f*(t) -P p’(t) exponentially at 2 -, co, 
if n(t) + 00 (f*(t)=p*(t), Vt, if I@ol = 1). This proves that g(t)= 
f(t)/p(t) -+ 1 almost surely (p(t) # 0) due to the positiveness of p(t). 1 
Remark. The model (5.2) for continual nondemolition measurements 
of noncommuting spin-operators Ri(t), i= 1, . . . . n in the quantum 
stochastic system (5.3) is unique in the Fock space % = T(8) over the 
minimal Hilbert space d = L*(R+)@C”. It cannot be realized in the 
framework of classical probability theory due to the noncommutativity 
(5.4) of the quantum stochastic processes Vi(t) and Wi(t), though 
each of them can be described as the classical one separately due 
to the selfnondemolition (commutativity ) property [ V,(t), I/,(s)] = 0 = 
C wi(tX w/c(s)l- 
The result obtained here in a rigorous mathematical way corresponds to 
a rather intuitive physical picture of the continual spontaneous collapse of 
quantum spin under nondemolition observation. This proves the 
appropriateness of the given quantum stochastic setup for the theory of 
continuous measurements and quantum filtering. 
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